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EXTENDING A FUNCTION JUST BY MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING
FUNCTION VALUES: SMOOTHNESS AND PRIME IDENTITIES
PATRICK ARTHUR MILLER
ABSTRACT. We describe a purely-multiplicative method for extending an analytic func-
tion. It calculates the value of an analytic function at a point, merely by multiplying to-
gether function values and reciprocals of function values at other points closer to the ori-
gin. The function values are taken at the points of geometric sequences, independent of the
function, whose geometric ratios are arbitrary. The method exposes an “elastic invariance”
property of all analytic functions. We show how to simplify and truncate multiplicative
function extensions for practical calculations. If we choose each geometric ratio to be the
reciprocal of a power of a prime number, we obtain a prime functional identity, which con-
tains a generalization of the Mo¨bius function (with the same denominator as the Rieman
zeta function), and generates prime number identities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Taylor Series and the Cauchy Integral Theorem extend an analytic function outward
from a point or inward from a curve, respectively, using differentiation or integration. We
describe a purely-multiplicative method for extending an analytic function. Our method
does not use caculus. It calculates the value of an analytic function at a point in the complex
plane, merely by multiplying together function values and reciprocals of function values,
obtained at other points closer to the origin. The function values are obtained at the points
of geometric sequences, independent of the function, whose geometric ratios are arbitrary.
The method exposes a hitherto-unknown invariance property of all analytic functions.
If we vary the geometric ratios, the evaluation points of the analytic function move, but
the product of function values and reciprocals of function values is invariant. We call
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2 P. A. MILLER
this property of analytic functions “elastic invariance”. A non-smooth function cannot
have elastic invariance, because the moving function-evaluation points would cross any
discontinuities of the function or its derivatives, causing the product of function values
and reciprocals of function values to vary. “Has elastic invariance” could serve to define
smoothness for a function or curve without the use of calculus.
If we choose a common geometric ratio for every geometric sequence, we can simplify
practical calculation of truncated multiplicative function extensions. We describe other
results, such as truncation error, isolating a component factor of a function, and expressing
the derivative of a function in terms of an infinite product of function values .
If, on the other hand, we choose each geometric ratio to be distinct, namely, a power of
the reciprocal of a distinct prime number, we obtain a prime functional identity for each
analytic function. The prime functional identity contains a generalization of the Mo¨bius
function (with the same denominator 1/ns as the Riemann zeta function), and generates
prime number identities.
2. MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTION EXTENSION
Theorem 1 (Multiplicative Function Extension). Suppose that U ⊂ C is an open disk-
shaped neighborhood of the origin and that z ∈U. Suppose that the function f : C→ C is
analytic and nonzero in U and that f (0) = 1. Let F∗max=m = {S |, S⊂N, S 6= /0, max(S) =
m} be the family of nonempty subsets of the positive integers whose maximum element is
m. For every integer k ≥ 1, let rk ∈ C with |rk|> 1 and ℜ
(
(rk)k
)≥ 1/2 . Then
(2.1) f (z) =
∞
∏
m=1
∏
S∈F∗max=m
∞
∏
(∀k∈S)
nk=1
[
f
([
∏
k∈S
[(rk)k−1]1/k
(rk)nk
]
· z
)](−1) |S|−1
.
Remark: More explicitly, the theorem states that
f (z) =
∞
∏
n1=1
f
(
r1−1
(r1)n1
· z
)
×
∞
∏
n2=1
f
(
[(r2)2−1]1/2
(r2)n2
· z
)
∞
∏
n1,n2=1
f
(
(r1−1)[(r2)2−1]1/2
(r1)n1 (r2)n2
· z
)
×
∞
∏
n3=1
f
(
[(r3)3−1]1/3
(r3)n3
· z
)
∞
∏
n1,n2,n3=1
f
(
(r1−1)[(r2)2−1]1/2 [(r3)3−1]1/3
(r1)n1 (r2)n2 (r3)n3
· z
)
∞
∏
n1,n3=1
f
(
(r1−1)[(r3)3−1]1/3
(r1)n1 (r3)n3
· z
)
∞
∏
n2,n3=1
f
(
[(r2)2−1]1/2 [(r3)3−1]1/3
(r2)n2 (r3)n3
· z
) ×·· ·
(2.2)
3. SIMPLE NOTATION FOR MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTION EXTENSION
To make Theorem 1 more easily understandable and easier to prove, we decompose it
into several parts using the following definitions.
Definition 1. We define a geometric sequence X for a single positive integer. For the posi-
tive interer k, let rk ∈Cwith 0< |rk|<∞. We define the geometric sampling sequence gen-
erated by the positive-integer k, with index nk and geometric ratio 1/rk, to be {Xk,nk}∞nk=1 ,
where
Xk,nk =
[
(rk)
k−1
]1/k · 1
(rk)nk
.
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Definition 2. We define a product P for a set of positive integers. We define P( f , S, z),
the geometric sampling product for the function f :C→C, the positive-integer set S⊂N,
and the point z to be
(3.1) P( f , S, z) =
∞
∏
(∀k∈S)
nk=1
f
([
∏
k∈S
Xk,nk
]
z
)
.
Remark: To calculate P, we first form function evaluation points by multiplying z by one
value from each of the geometric sampling sequences whose integer k is in S. We evaluate
the function at all such points and multiply all of the function values.
Definition 3. We define a qotient Q for a family of sets of positive integers. Suppose that
F is a family of sets, consisting of any finite subsets of the positive integers N. We define
the geometric sampling quotient for the nonzero function f : C→ C with f (0) = 1, the
family of finite positive-integer sets F , and the point z to be
(3.2) Q( f , F, z) =
∏
S∈F, |S| is odd
P( f , S, z)
∏
S∈F, |S| is even
P( f , S, z)
.
Remark: The exponent (−1)|S|−1 in Eq. 2.1 places the function value in the numerator
(denominator) if the set S contains an odd (even) number of integers, as in Eq. 3.2.
Remark: Equation 2.1 (Theorem 1) can be expressed very simply in terms of Q and P:
f (z) = Q( f , F∗N, z) (GEO)
= P( f , {1}, z)× P( f , {2}, z)
P, ( f , {1,2}, z) ×
P( f , {3}, z)P( f , {1,2,3}, z)
P( f , {1,3}, z)P( f , {2,3}, z) ×·· ·(3.3)
(GEO) indicates that the geometric sampling products are to be multiplied and divided in
the Greatest Element Order of their integer subsets, as described in Definition 4, below.
Definition 4. Greatest Element Order (GEO) is an ordering of families of nonempty sub-
sets of N in which
(1) The first subset is {1} (if present) ,
(2) The next group of subsets are those whose greatest element is 2: {2} and {1, 2}
(if present) ,
(3) The next group of subsets are those whose greatest element is 3: {3}, {1, 2, 3},
{1, 3}, and {2, 3} (if present) ,
(4) etc.
Remark: Greatest Element Order is illustrated in Eq. 3.3 . Note that Greatest Element
Order partitions the nonempty subsets of N into equivalence classes with the equivalence
relation “have the same greatest element”. Greatest Element Ordering orders these equiv-
alent classes, but does not specify the position of a particular subset within its equivalence
class. The index m in Theorem 1 labels these equivalence classes.
Remark: Theorem 1 applies only to analytic functions. If the complex function f is
analytic and nonzero in a neighborhood of the origin, therein it has an analytic logarithm
that has a power series [1], and, since f (0) = 1, can be written as
(3.4)
f (z) = eln( f ) = exp
(
∞
∑
k=1
ck zk
)
=
∞
∏
k=1
exp
(
ck zk
)
=
∞
∏
k=1
exp
[
1
k!
(
dk ln f (z)
dzk
)
z=0
zk
]
,
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where we have used Taylor Series to decompose the function ln f into terms of an infinite
sum. The following definition formalizes the decomposition of the function f into factors
of an infnite product.
Definition 5. Assume that f is analytic in a neighborhood of the origin and that f (0) = 1.
We call
(3.5) fk(z) = exp
[
1
k!
(
dk ln f (z)
dzk
)
z=0
zk
]
the kth function factor of f , because f (z) =
∞
∏
k=1
fk(z).
Remark: When f (0) = 1, c0 = 0, and so f0 = 1 (a factor of 1) can be omitted.
4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS AND USEFUL INTEGER SETS
To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemmas and definitions. They describe the
many useful properties of the product P and quotient Q, and define useful integer sets.
Remarks:
• In what follows, we assume the functions f and g satisfy the requirements of
Theorem 1.
• An asterisk (*) attached as a superscript to a family of sets, as in F∗, indicates that
the empty set /0 is not a member of the family of sets.
• For simplicity we shall often omit the argument z from the product P and quotient
Q, to focus on their other arguments: the function f and the integer set S or family
of sets F .
The first lemma describes an invariance, key to the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1.
The geometric sampling product for the function factor fk and the set {k} is the function
fk itself:
(4.1) P( fk, {k}) = fk .
Proof. The proof is elmentary algebra:
P( fk, {k}, z) =
∞
∏
nk=1
fk
(
Xk,nk · z
)
=
∞
∏
nk=1
fk
([
(rk)k−1)1/k
]
z
(rk)nk
)
=
∞
∏
nk=1
exp
ck
([
(rk)−1]1/k z
(rk)nk
)k
= exp
[
ckzk
[
(rk)k−1
] ∞
∑
nk=1
(
1
(rk)k
)nk]
= exp
[
ckzk
[
(rk)k−1
] 1/rk
1−1/rk
]
= exp(ckzk) = fk(z) .

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
Lemma 2. Let S be any finite subset of N. Then
(4.2) P( fk, S) = P( fk, S\{k}) .
Remark: In the product P( fk, S), the component fk effectively “removes” any k in S.
Proof. This is obviously true for any S that does not contain k, since then S\{k} = S. To
prove it when the set S does contain the integer k, we separate the k-th coefficient of z from
the others, and then apply Eq. 4.1 to z′ = [non-k coefficients]·z.
P( fk, S,z) =
∞
∏
(∀ j∈S)
n j=1
fk
([
∏
j∈S
X j,n j
]
z
)
=
∞
∏
(∀ j∈S\k)
n j=1
∞
∏
nk=1
fk
(
Xk,nk ·
[
∏
j∈S\{k}
X j,n j
]
z
)
=
∞
∏
(∀ j∈S\k)
n j=1
P
(
fk, {k},
[
∏
j∈S\{k}
X j,n j
]
z
)
=
∞
∏
(∀ j∈S\k)
n j=1
fk
([
∏
j∈S\{k}
X j,n j
]
z
)
= P( fk, S\{k}, z) .

Lemma 3. For consistency, we must have P( fk, /0) = fk.
Proof.
(4.3) fk = P( fk, {k}) = P( fk, {k}\{k}) = P( fk, /0) .

Lemma 4. If f and g are functions of z, then
(4.4) P( f ·g, S) = P( f , S) ·P(g, S) .
Proof. This is true because P is a product of function values and multiplication is commu-
tative. 
Lemma 5. For any analytic function f , P( f , /0) = f .
Proof. Lemma 4 implies
(4.5) P( f , /0) = P(
∞
∏
k=1
fk, /0) =
∞
∏
k=1
P( fk, /0) =
∞
∏
k=1
fk = f .

Definition 6. For any family F of finite sets, we define
F odd = {S |S ∈ F, |S| is odd} ,
F even = {S |S ∈ F, |S| is even} .
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Lemma 6.
(4.6) Q( f ·g , F) = Q( f , F) ·Q(g, F) .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.
(4.7) Q( f ·g,F) = P( f ·g,F
odd)
P( f ·g,F even) =
P( f ,F odd) ·P(g,F odd)
P( f ,F even) ·P(g,F even) = Q( f , F) ·Q(g, F) .

Lemma 7. If F1 and F2 are two families of sets of positive integers, and if F1∩F2 = /0,
(4.8) P( f , F1∪F2) = P( f , F1) ·P( f , F2) .
Proof. This follows from the fact that P is a product over sets. 
Lemma 8. If F1 and F2 are two families of sets of positive integers, and if F1∩F2 = /0,
(4.9) Q( f , F1∪F2) = Q( f , F1) ·Q( f , F2) .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 7.
(4.10) Q( f , F1∪F2) = P( f ,F
odd
1 ) ·P( f ,F odd2 )
P( f ,F even1 ) ·P( f ,F even2 )
= Q( f , F1) ·Q( f , F2) .

Lemma 9. Let FN be the family of all subsets of N including /0, and let F∗N be the family of
all subsets of N excluding /0. Then
(4.11) Q( f ,FN) =
Q( f , F∗N)
f
.
Proof. This follows from FN = F∗N ∪ /0 , Lemma 8, and the fact that | /0|= 0 is even.
(4.12) Q( f , FN) = Q( f , F∗N)Q( f , /0) =
Q( f , F∗N)
P( f , /0)
=
Q( f , F∗N)
f
.

Lemma 10. If F1 and F2 are two families of sets of positive integers, and if F1 ⊂ F2 ,
(4.13)
Q( f , F2)
Q( f , F1)
= Q( f , F2 \F1) .
Proof. This follows from Lemma 8.
(4.14)
Q( f ,F2)
Q( f ,F1)
=
Q( f ,F1) ·Q( f ,F2\F1)
Q( f ,F1)
= Q( f ,F2 \F1) .

Definition 7. Let F≤k be the family of all finite subsets of the first k positive integers,
including /0. Let j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k}, and let F≤k3 j be the subset of F≤k consisting of sets that
contain the integer j. And let F≤k,\ j be the subset of F≤k consisting of sets that do not
contain j:
F≤k = {S |S⊂ {1,2, . . . ,k} ,(4.15)
F≤k3 j = {S |S⊂ {1,2, . . . ,k}, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k}, j ∈ S} ,(4.16)
F≤k\ j = {S |S⊂ {1,2, . . . ,k}, j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,k}, j /∈ S} .(4.17)
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Definition 8. The family of nonempty subsets of the positive integers is
F∗N = {S|S⊂ N, S 6= /0}.
Definition 9. The family of nonempty subsets of the first k positive integers is
F∗≤k = {S|S⊂ {1, . . . ,k}, S 6= /0}
Definition 10. The family of nonempty subsets of the positive integers whose maximum
integer is m is
F∗max=m = {S|S⊂ N, S 6= /0, max(S) = m}.
5. PROOF OF MUTIPLICATIVE FUNCTION EXTENSION (THEOREM 1)
Proof. Suppose that j, k ∈ N and j ≤ k. By Lemma 8 and the definition of Q,
Q( f j, F≤k) = Q
(
f j, F≤k3 j
) ·Q( f j, F≤k\ j)
(5.1)
=
∏
S∈F odd≤k3 j
P( f j, S)
∏
S∈F even≤k3 j
P( f j, S)
·
∏
S∈F odd≤k\ j
P( f j, S)
∏
S∈F even≤k\ j
P( f j, S)
.(5.2)
If a set S contains the integer j, and j is removed, its cardinality changes: from odd to even,
or from even to odd. Therefore, Lemma 2 gives
(5.3) ∏
S∈F odd≤k3 j
P( f j, S) = ∏
S∈F even≤k\ j
P( f j, S)
and
(5.4) ∏
S∈F even≤k3 j
P( f j, S) = ∏
S∈F odd≤k\ j
P( f j, S)
This provides compete cancellation in Eq. 5.2, so that
(5.5) Q( f j, F≤k) = 1 , j ≤ k .
At this point, we must confront a delicate issue. The Riemann Rearrangement Theorem
says that an infinite series can give different results if the order of addition of its terms is
changed, unless the series is absolutely convergent. Mindful that an infinite product can
be converted into an infinite sum by taking its logarithm, we must therefore consider the
order in which the factors of Q in Eq. 5.5 are to be multiplied.
When we form f =
∞
∏
j=1
f j , we form each partial product by multiplying the previous
partial product by f j+1, i.e. by what we obtain from f j after we increment j by 1. Eq. 5.5,
with its requirement j ≤ k, causes us to ask: What sets must be added to F≤k to form
F≤(k+1)? The answer is given by
F≤(k+1) = F≤k ∪Fmax=(k+1) .
By iteration, this leads to the formula
(5.6) F≤k = /0∪
(
k⋃
m=1
F∗max=m
)
.
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We note that, since | /0| = 0 is even, P( fk, /0) is in the denominator of Q. Using Eq. 5.5,
Lemma 8, and Lemma 3,
1 = Q( f j, F≤k)
= Q
(
f j, /0 ∪
(
k⋃
m=1
F∗max=m
))
= Q( f j, /0) Q
(
f j,
k⋃
m=1
F∗max=m
)
=
k
∏
m=1
Q( f j, F∗max=m)
P( f j, /0)
=
k
∏
m=1
Q( f j, F∗max=m)
f j
,
or
(5.7) f j =
k
∏
m=1
Q( f j, F∗max=m) .
We want to use Eq. 5.7 to assemble f =
∞
∏
j=1
f j , but the requirement j ≤ k requires us to
simultaneously take the limit k→ ∞ , producing
f (z) =
∞
∏
j=1
f j(5.8)
=
∞
∏
j=1
∞
∏
m=1
Q( f j, F∗max=m)(5.9)
=
∞
∏
m=1
Q( f , F∗max=m)(5.10)
= Q( f , F∗N) (GEO) .(5.11)

Theorem 1 is proved.
If we express the theorem in terms of FN by using Lemma 9, we obtain
(5.12) Q( f , FN) (GEO) = 1
We have boxed Eq. 5.12 because this “universal” relationship between analytic func-
tions and all finite subsets of N is perhaps the most concise and most meaningful statement
of our function extension method.
6. ASPECTS OF MUTIPLICATIVE FUNCTION EXTENSION
(1) The points where the function is evaluated are independent of the function.
(2) The function evaluation points are proportional to z. This gives the method a
scaling property. If we take the function evaluation points for calculating f (z),
double them, and form the quotient of function products for the doubled points,
we obtain f (2z), the value of the function twice as far from the origin.
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(3) The requirement |rk|> 1 means that the geometric ratio 1/|rk|< 1, assuring con-
vergence of the kth geometric sequence. We require f (0) = 1 for infinite product
convergence [7].
(4) To calculate f (z), Theorem 1 multiplies or divides (when |S| is odd or even, re-
spectively) values of the function at points that are no further from the origin than
z and converge to the origin. The theorem continues a function “outward” from
geometric sequence points nearer the origin, because as nk → ∞ the argument of
the function approaches
lim
nk→∞
(
∏
(∀k∈S)
[(rk)k−1]1/k
(rk)nk
)
· z = 0.
If r is real, then every function evaluation point is closer to the origin than z be-
cause(
∏
(∀k∈S)
[(rk)k−1]1/k
(rk)nk
)
· z <
(
∏
(∀k∈S)
[(rk)k]1/k
(rk)nk
)
· z =
(
∏
(∀k∈S)
1
(rk)nk−1
)
· z < z.
since rk > 1 and nk ≥ 1.
(5) By restriction, the theorem also applies to curves R→C. The theorem can extend
a segment of an analytic curve γ : R→ C by multiplying and dividing together
points on the curve, so long as the segment includes the point γ(0) = 1. To con-
tinue a function from an arbitrary base point z0 where f (z0) 6= 1, one would apply
our method to the function f (z)/ f (z0) if f (z0) 6= 0, or to 1+ f (z) if f (z0) = 0.
(6) We conjecture that our method could also extend a smooth curve through a Lie
group, since elements of a Lie group can also be multiplied and “divided” (i.e.,
multiplied by inverse elements) [3].
(7) The requirement that ℜ
(
(rk)k
) ≥ 1/2, ensures that, when r is complex, (rk)k−1
has a real part that is less than or equal to the real part of (rk)k, so that every
function evaluation point is no further from the origin than z, i.e., lies where f
is assumed to be analytic. This requirement is not necessary if the function f is
analytic everywhere in C.
(8) If a function is Taylor-Analytic, it is Multiplicatively-Smooth (i.e., satisfies Theo-
rem 1). But not every Multiplicatively-Smooth function is Taylor-Analytic. Multiplicative-
Smoothness for f requires Taylor-Analyticity for ln( f ); however this does not im-
ply Tayor-Analyticity for f itself. The function f (x) = 1−exp(−1/x2), with f (0)
defined to be 1, is Multiplicatively-Smooth. But it is is not Taylor-Analytic at the
origin because all of its derivatives are zero at z = 0 [6]. Its Taylor-MacLauren
Series calculates that f (z) = 0 everywhere; not true.
7. TRUNCATED MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTION EXTENSIONS AND OTHER RESULTS
7.1. A Simplification. The following Corollary simplifies practical calculations of Muti-
plicative Function Extensions.
Corollary. If the same geometric ratio is used for every positive integer, ∀k rk = r, in a
Multiplicative Function Extension, then
(7.1) P( f , S, z) =
∞
∏
n=|S|
[
f
([
∏
k∈S
(rk−1)1/k
]
z
rn
)] ( n−1|S|−1)
.
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Proof. This result consolidates all |S| exponents nk, for k ∈ S, into a single integer n.
It recognizes that ∏
k∈S
1/rnk = 1/r
(
∑
k∈S
nk
)
= 1/rn. The binomial-coefficient exponent for
each f value is the number of ways in which |S| positive integers can add up to n [4];
it is the multiplicity of the factor of f for the sequence point that has n factors of r in its
denominator. The index n starts at |S| because each of the |S| exponents nk starts at 1. 
The function f is evaluated on a single geometric sequence for each set of positive
integers S. This reduces the number of points at which the function must be evaluated.
It improves the performance of real-time engineering applications, in which each factor
to be multiplied is obtained by measuring the magnitude of a smooth signal, rather than
evaluating a smooth function. One such application, predicting the future value of a smooth
signal from previous geometric samples, is described in Ref. [5].
7.2. Truncation of Multiplicative Function Extensions. In practice, we can only per-
form finite calculations. This requires us to truncate function extensions that are infinite
sums or products. Multiplicative Function Extensions require two truncations.
(1) We limit the number of products P, by limiting the integer subsets used. We use
the subsets of the first K positive integers, S⊂ Smax = {1,2, . . . ,K}.
(2) We limit the number of points used from each geometric sequence. With a com-
mon r-value, we limit the consolicated exponent n to a maximum value of N for
each integer subset.
We can then specify a Multiplicative Function Extension truncation as a triplet of values:
(Smax,N,r).
-6 -4 -2 2 4 6 x
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1+12 sin x
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3 x
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1-expH-1x2L
FIGURE 1. Truncated Multiplicative Function Extensions for (a) 1+
1
2 sin(x), with Smax = {1,2,3,4}, N = 40, and r = 2; and (b) 1 − e−1/x
2
,
with Smax = {2,4,6,8}, N = 20, and r =
√
2, based at zero. Solid lines
are the truncations; dashed lines are the functions.
7.3. Graphs of Truncations for Two Elementary Real Functions. Figure 1(a) shows a
({1,2,3,4},40,2) Multiplicative Function Extension for the function 1+ 12 sin(x). Increas-
ing the cutoff Smax gives more oscillations to this graph. As with cutoff MacLauren Series,
the further away that the target point z is from the base point (the origin), the greater the
error introduced by the cutoff.
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Figure 1(b) illustrates a ({2,4,6,8},20,√2)Multiplicative Function Extension for 1− e−1/x2 .
As Eq. 3.4 makes clear, an even function only has even-order components, and therefore
only requires even integers in the sets that generate its geometric sequences.
7.4. Truncation Error. The following theorem quantifies the error introduced by trunca-
tion. We omit its proof, which is lengthy and tedious.
Theorem 2. (Truncation Error)
f (z) ≈ QN
(
f , F∗≤K
) · Q( f ( z
rN
)
, F∗≤K
)
· Q( f>K , F∗>K) ,(7.2)
where QN ( f , F) :=
∏
S∈F, |S| is odd
PN ( f , S)
∏
S∈F, |S| is even
PN ( f , S)
,
PN( f , S) :=
[ N/|S| ]
∏
...,n j , ...=1
f
([
∏
j∈S
(r j−1)1/ j
rn j
]
z
)
,
F∗≤K := {S |S⊂ {1,2, . . . ,K}, S 6= /0,} ,
F∗>K := {S |S⊂ {K+1,K+2, . . . ,∞}, S 6= /0, |S|< ∞} ,
and f>K :=
∞
∏
j=K+1
f j .
Remarks:
• Q( f>K , F∗>K) is the error-factor from truncating the subsets of the positive integers
(i.e.number of geometric sequences) to the subsets of the first K positive integers.
The error factor is one (indicating no error) if the function f has no function factors
of higher order than K.
• Q( f (z/rN) , F∗≤K) is the error-factor from subsequently truncating the number of
points per geometric sequence to N. The error factor approaches one (indicating
no error) when N→ ∞, because then f (z/rN))→ f (0) = 1.
• QN
(
f , F∗≤K
)
is the value of the Multiplicative Function Extension after both trun-
cations.
• The theorem is exact, not approximate, if N is divisible by |S| for all S⊂ F∗≤K .
7.5. Other Results. We present several other results without proof.
If we sample an arbitrary component f j on the kth singlet sequence, and let r approach
1 from above, r ↓ 1, we get a surprisingly simple result.
Lemma 11 (Function Factor Cutoff Tool). Suppose f (z) =∏∞k=1 fk(z) =∏
∞
k=1 exp(ckz
k).
Then
lim
r↓1
P( f j, {k}) =

fk if j = k ,
1 if j > k or c j = 0 ,
0 if j < k and c j < 0 ,
∞ if j < k and c j > 0.
(7.3)
The j > k case of Eq. 7.3 allows us to calculate a single component fk, by nullifying the
effect of lower-order samplings of f j.
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Theorem 3 (Isolating One Function Component Factor). The kth functional component of
f is given by:
(7.4) fk = lim
r↓1
Q( f , F∗max=k) .
Using this result to isolate f1, we can calculate the derivative of a function as the limit
of an infinite product.
Theorem 4 (Product Derivative). If f : C→ C is analytic and nonzero in an open star-
shaped neighborhood U of z, then
(7.5) f ′(z) =
f (z)
∆z
· lim
r↓1
log
∞
∏
n=1
[
f
(
z+
r−1
rn
∆z
)
/ f (z)
]
for any nonzero ∆z with z+∆z ∈ U.
We do not need to take the limit ∆z→ 0; taking the limit r ↓ 1 suffices. It is easy to
show that the product derivative obeys the Leibniz product rule.
8. PRIME FUNCTIONAL IDENTITY
Multiplicative Function Extension relates to number theory when each geometric ratio
is chosen to be a common power of the reciprocal of a prime number.
Definitions In what follows, we use the following definitions.
• P(n) is the set of prime factors of n,
• ω(n) is the number of distinct prime factors of n,
• pi(p) is the number of primes less than or equal to p, so that pi(pk) = k if pk is the
kth prime,
Definition 11. Greatest Prime Order (GPO) is an ordering of groups of the positive integers
in which
(1) 1 is the first integer (if present), because it has no prime factors.
(2) The next group of integers is {2n1}∞n1=1
(3) The next group of integers is {2n1 ·3n2}∞n2=1|∞n1=0
(4) The next group of integers is {2n1 ·3n2 ·5n3}∞n3=1|∞n2,n1=0
(5) etc.
We associate n1 with the prime 2 because 2 is the 1st prime, etc.
Remark: Greatest Prime Order partitions the positive integers into equivalence classes
with the equivalence relation “have the same greatest prime factor”. GPO orders these
equivalence classes, but it does not specify the order of a particular integer within its equiv-
alence class.
Theorem 5. Suppose that U ⊂ C is an open disk-shaped neighborhood of the origin and
that z ∈ U. Suppose that the function f : C→ C is analytic and nonzero in U and that
f (0) = 1. Let s ∈ C with |2s|> 1 and ℜ(2s)≥ 1/2. Let P(n) be the set of prime factors
of n, ω(n) be the number of distinct prime factors of n, pi(p) be the number of primes less
than or equal to p, and let pm be the mth prime so that m = pi(pm). Then
(8.1) f (z) =
∞
∏
m=1
∏
n∈N
max(P(n))=pm
 f

∏
p∈P(n)
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p)
n s
· z


(−1)ω(n)−1
.
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Proof. We choose the reciprocal geometric ratios in Theorem 1 to be all successive prime
numbers raised to a common power: rk = (pk)s , where pk is the k-th prime. Then we
use the fundamental theorem of arithmetic: for every positive integer n greater than one,
1/n = 1/∏k∈S (pk)nk for some unique S ⊂ N and for some unique tuple of exponents
{nk}k∈S. Therefore,
1/∏
k∈S
(rk)
nk = 1/∏
k∈S
[(pk)s]
nk = 1/∏
k∈S
[(pk)nk ]
s = 1/ns.
In Theorem 1, we substitute S = P(n) . Then pk ∈ P(n) when k ∈ S, because k = pi(pk) .
The integer m labels the equivalence classes of Greatest Prime Order for the integers
{2,3, . . . ,∞}. The first two products ensure that the integers n appear in Greatest Prime
Order. The index m starts at 2 because the first prime is r1 = 2.
Since the subsets {S |S ⊂ F∗N} appear in Greatest Element Order in Theorem 1, the
combination n= ∏
k∈S
rknk produces the integers in Greatest Prime Order. Greatest k (greatest
element) order for S means greatest rk (greatest prime) order for n. 
We see that Theorem 5 has the same denominator ns as the Riemann zeta function [2].
Definition 12. We call Eq. 8.1 the prime functional identity.
Definition 13. Let n ∈ N and s ∈ C. We define the generalized Mo¨bius function µ?(n,s)
to be
µ?(n,s) =
(−1)ω(n) · ∏
p∈P(n)
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p)
n s
,
where we define µ?(1, s) = 1.
Since 1 has no prime factors, ω(1) = 0, and therefore consistency requires the first value
to be µ?(1, s) = (−1)0/1s = 1.
Definition 13 is motivated by the following definition and corollary.
Definition 14. µ(n) is the Mo¨bius function:
µ(n) =
{
(−1)ω(n) if n is not divisible by the square of any prime number,
0 otherwise.
Corollary.
(8.2) lim
Re(s)→∞
µ?(n,s) = µ(n),
Proof. Let Ωp(n) be the greatest number of factors of the prime number p that divide n,
i.e., the multiplicity of the prime p in the prime factorization of n. Then by the fundamental
theorem of arithmetic
n = ∏
p∈P(n)
pΩp(n).
Therefore lim
ℜ(s)→∞
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p) ≈ [ p s·pi(p)]1/pi(p)
≈ ps.
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Therefore
lim
ℜ(s)→∞
µ?(n,s) = lim
ℜ(s)→∞
(−1)ω(n) · ∏
p∈P(n)
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p)
n s
= (−1)ω(n) lim
ℜ(s)→∞ ∏p∈P(n)
(
p
pΩp(n)
)s
=
{
(−1)ω(n) if Ωp(n) = 1 for every p ∈ P(n)
0 otherwise.
= µ(n)

Corollary. If ℜ(2s)≥ 1/2, then |µ?(n,s)| ≤ 1 .
Proof.
|µ(n,s)|=
(
∏
p∈P(n)
|(ps·pi(p)−1)1/pi(p)|
)
/|ns| ≤
(
∏
p∈P(n)
|ps|
)
/|ns| ≤ 1 .

9. PRIME NUMBER IDENTITIES
For each function f , Theorem 5 produces a prime number identity. An example:
Theorem 6.
(9.1) ∑
n∈N
(GPO)
µ?(n,s) = 0,
where µ?(n,s) is the generalized Mo¨bius function defined in Definition 13 and (GPO)
indicates Greatest Prime Order for the positive integers, defined in Definition 11.
Proof. We choose f (z) = ez, which is analytic everywhere in the complex plane. Then
Eq. 8.1 becomes
ez = ∏
n ≥2
(GPO)
exp

∏
p∈P(n)
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p)
n s
· z


(−1)ω(n)−1
= exp
 ∑n ≥2
(GPO)
(−1)ω(n)−1 · ∏
p∈P(n)
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p)
n s
· z
 .
We take logarithms of both sides, and divide by z. Then we move all right-hand terms
to the left side of the equation, by changing each sign from (−1)ω(n)−1 to (−1)ω(n), to
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obtain
(9.2) 1 + ∑
n ≥2
(GPO)
(−1)ω(n) · ∏
p∈P(n)
[
p s·pi(p) −1
]1/pi(p)
n s
= 0 .
Since µ?(1, s) = 1, we consult Definition 13, and see that this is equivalent to Eq. 9.1. 
Corollary.
(9.3) ∑
n∈N
(GPO)
µ(n) = 0.
Proof. Eq. 9.1 is an identity for all s; we take the limitℜ(s)→∞, and use Corollary 8. 
We hope our techniques illuminate the relationship between function smoothness and
the prime numbers.
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